Mulhouse Grand Centre
A top-down approach

Mulhouse Grand Centre: the success of a program based on strong
essentials:
A transversal approach based on Mulhouse’s urban amenities (public spaces, pedestrian ways, architecture of the
historical town center) to differentiate the commercial city center from its suburban counterparts
A better accessibility to the city center for every means of transportation, including automobile (cheap parkways at
several points near the center, better signalisation)
A specific management for all commercial aspects, with a single person in charge to manage the inventory of
empty shops, the prospect of new commercial brands, branding of the city…
Upgrading the residential offer in the center, with 500 facades renovated, 80 new high standing flats produced
Highlighting public spaces to get a common visual identity for the whole city center (2km of renovated streets,
8000m² of new pavement, 1 new park, 100 new planted trees)
Results: a sensible fall of commercial vacancy (-40%), the start of a new image
Limits: shopping malls inside the center didn’t benefit of the new dynamic as they seem too close of an
experience to their suburban counterparts based on the cash and carry model. Residential appeal could
still be reinforced

Mulhouse Grand Centre
A top-down approach

Outcome: Even if some expectations are not completely reached (housing attractivity),
the town knows a perceptible change of dimension, with a restorated image, a drop of
commercial vacancy (-40%), and some economic new dynamics

KMØ and l’Atelier
A bottom-up initiative

Based on a private investment initiative, strong synergy between investors
Located in derelict factories with a high architectural value
Strong support of the city of Mulhouse, owner of the building, who sold it at a symbolic price
The goal is to create a dedicated space for innovative processes and to generate new
activities for a total of 2.500 jobs in a 10.000m² space dedicated to digital lifestyle
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Based on a private investment initiative, strong synergy between investors
Located in high architectural derelict buildings
Strong support of the city of Mulhouse, owner of the building, who sold it at a symbolic price
The goal is to create a dedicated space for innovative processes and to generate new
activities for a total of 2.500 jobs in a 10.000m² space dedicated to digital lifestyle.

Outcome: both operations instilled new dynamics in those former factory
buildings empty for 20 years (Nomad: a new restaurant that attracts middle
and upper-classes on the place, Loft Factory: development of high-end housing
betting on the architectural value). The projects contribute to renew the
residential appeal of the whole neighborhood which has to be renovated in the
further urban renewal program
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A multifactorial approach based on simultaneous actions on economy, mobility, urban
amenities to initiate a global image change
A strong political support and the role of a vision for the future
A transversal management with every actor in its own field of competence
working on the same project shared in a same space
A dedicated budget
A clear operational schedule

Mulhouse’s own resources as facilitating factors:

Taking advantage of Mulhouse’s strengths: a revitalization project done by pulling multiple levers
of action (commercial attractiveness, mobility, housing, public spaces, etc.).
Municipal prospective: the renewal resonates with Mulhouse’s long-lasting spirit of initiative in
which all participant share a common vision for the city’s future.
A strong bond between municipality and associations: Mulhouse administration acts as a project
facilitator. The city listens to and supports project leaders all along their planning process.
Local assets: the territory forms a narrow ecosystem which can rely on a dense associative
network. The strong territorial attachment eases dialog and creates a desire to commit.

Further challenges

A drastic change in Mulhouse image is happening, the city is not perceived as depressing
anymore but there is still work to do to seal a robust and positive image.
The multiethnic aspect of the city has to be more valorized, and taken as a reel asset
Even though territorial income are 27% higher than the french average, wealth distribution
remains uneven inside Mulhouse urban area.
Indicators of economic health are mixed:
● Residential appeal is unequal due to a fragmented housing market
(one of the most accessible in France with 1100€/m² in
average)
● High housing vacancy (16%) varying between neighborhoods and housing estates
● Unemployment rate remains high (9,3%), newly created service jobs still do not
compensate the loss of industries (-10.000 industrial jobs in 15 years)

The space dedicated to water will be highlighted with the Mulhouse Diagonales project
which will will span in almost every neighborhood (Reconquête de l’eau trop souvent

couverte dans les villes au passés industriels)

Perspectives

An ambitious urban renewal program in partnership with the French Government, Mulhouse
and its lessors will take place in three neighborhoods and reaches 40% of municipal
population for a total investment of 330 M€. It will mainly concern old buildings which is a
distinctive national feature (banlieues françaises très souvent issues des années 1960)
Mulhouse Grand Centre will be extended to other areas nearing the city center
The train station and Foundry districts will follow their economic mutation (with KM0 as
an exemple worth to look upon)
Investors are coming back in town with innovative and high-end projects (Loft Factory
near KM0, Alma Leggo next to the city center, Climbing Mulhouse
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concerning almost every neighborhood
Mulhouse will pursue its architectural preservation and redevelopment goals.
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Thank you

Today Mulhouse is regularly held as an example
to follow for its new commercial dynamic.
Even if there are still many challenges, ahead
the positive feedback supports future projects.

Example #1
Fonderie Campus

Fonderie Campus
A derelict foundry kept for its
architectural value in 2003
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Fonderie Campus
Same building after installation
of the new university
November 2019

Example #2
Porte Jeune

Porte Jeune
Northern entry to
Mulhouse center in 2003

Example #2
Porte Jeune

Porte Jeune
Same point of view
November 2019

Example #3
Urban renewal program

First urban renewal program
Intervention in neighborhoods
all around the city
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Urban renewal program

First urban renewal program
Same sites as of today

Example #4
Mulhouse Grand Centre

2010
Interventions around the
historical city center
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2019
Same sites as of today

